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Plan of the talk
• Motivation
• Disclaimer
• Seven Deadly Sins
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Motivation: “Integrated” research
• At least two of my points ought to go without
saying in any kind of research but sadly donʼt
always seem to.
• How to “connect” simulation to your wider
research agenda (PhD, post doc, whatever).
• Not mistaking the part for the whole in the
context of the summer school.
• Inductively based.
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Disclaimer
• I know I am talking to a fairly mixed group.
• I will start from where I am (economics and sociology)
but plan to leave plenty of time for getting to where you
are.
• If I tried to enumerate and evaluate every data
collection method across the social sciences, you
would probably get bored (or even confused) and
because simulation is newish, there are probably
some methods for which pat answers donʼt exist
anyway. Fun!
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Examples
• How much does gender affect educational success:
Surveys and statistics.
• How is racism “done” in the police force: Ethnographic
(observational/semi-structured interview) study.
• How do people respond to instructions from authority
figures?: Experiments.
• How have representations of the Irish in the media
changed over the last 150 years? Content analysis.
• Social networks, time series, randomised control trials,
gaming and so on …
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Typical research design questions
• Can I use existing data or must I collect my own?
• How do I set any data I collect up against a national
representative random sample?
• Which questions should I use? Do I need to develop more
refined questions than those currently in use? [Do I then
need to pilot, do focus groups and so on?]
• Is there a more appropriate/advanced analysis technique I
can use to advance what is known in this area? Have I (or
can I obtain) the data for it?
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Aside
• What are the ramifications of this being not just “more of
the same” (assuming we are right about that?)
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Sin 1: Donʼt have a research question
• The first statement of the obvious.
• How will you know what is relevant unless you know what the
question is? (Previous research, observation, kinds of analysis.)
• How will you know you have suitable data or research methods
to collect it? (“How much” versus “how” questions for example.)
• How will you be sure you have any answer let alone “the”
answer?
• Try to have a one sentence RQ: The “elevator pitch”. Also, a
longer version may confuse you as much as it confuses others.
• Committing one sin often makes others more tempting!
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Aside: A picture is worth …
• I’m not presenting this because it represents social reality but because it is
easy to explain and gives a good point of access to important issues.
• “Agents” live on a square grid so each has maximum 8 neighbours.
• There are two “types” of agents (pink and white) and some grid spaces are
vacant. Initially agents/vacancies are distributed randomly.
• All agents decide what to do in the same very simple way.
• Each agent has a preferred proportion (PP) of neighbours of its own kind
(0.5 PP means you want at least half your neighbours to be your own kind
- but you would accept all of them i. e. PP is minimum.) Vacant grid spaces
“don’t count” which is why the PP is a fraction not a number.
• If an agent is in a position that satisfies its PP then it does nothing
otherwise it moves to a vacancy chosen at random.
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Initial random state
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Clustering

Schelling (early
seventies) was
interested in urban
residential
segregation of
ethnic groups in
the US.	
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Years of confusion dispelled
• Ethnography looks in detail at “neighbourhoods”
but has trouble inferring patterns of clustering.
• Statistics looks at patterns of clustering but has
trouble inferring neighbourhood “causes”.
• The problem is the same in each case. Nonlinearity/emergence drives a wedge between the
two levels of description that defeats common
sense reasoning in “jumping the gap”.
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Show me! Two questions
• What is the smallest PP (i. e. a number
between 0 and 1) that will produce clusters?
• What happens when the PP is 1?
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Answers
• About 0.3.
• No clusters form.
• Challenge 1: Had you “seen” the cluster data
generated by PP=0.3, might you (if you were of a
particular political or sociological persuasion)
have attributed racism (or preference) to the
system?
• Challenge 2: How many of you would have
queried the hypothesis: “Higher PP leads to more
clustering?”
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Why?
• Because PP is a minimum, people are always happy
“inside” a cluster of their own kind.
• If a cluster is “full” (no internal vacancies) then it cannot
be “disrupted” except at the edges.
• Whether clusters form/persist thus depends on whether
their shape is compatible with the PP for “edge agents”.
(No “sharp corners”: Defines minimum cluster size?)
• When PP is 1, no shape of the cluster edge is
compatible with the satisfaction of edge agents so the
cluster cannot maintain itself. (PP heterogeneity?)
• An aggregate entity (the cluster) thus becomes a
organising principle for individual behaviour: This is a
very concrete example of what sociologists call (often
very verbosely) “structuration”. http://www.simian.ac.uk
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Simple individuals/complex system
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A chastening thought
• If a system this simple can be so hard to think
about, imagine what real social systems must be
like!
• A “lower bound” style argument: Rare in social
science. It can be questioned.
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So …
• If you were going to test this model, you would need both
some individual level data (interviews, observation,
experiments) and some system level data (surveys, statistics,
pattern measures).
• This, in a nutshell is one of the things that makes simulation
(done as rigorously as possible) distinctive. It is neither just
model “fitting” nor systematic description but something of
both.
• Don’t forget my disclaimer!
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Methodology (G+T)
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Sin 2: Donʼt do a literature review
• A second statement of the obvious.
• If you do something unusual like simulation, existing domain experts will
be particularly unimpressed if you don’t “pay your dues”.
• Conversely, expert opinion about domain challenges are much more
defensible as research topics.
• Even stylised facts will weed out many possible models. I am regularly
asked to review models that are simply silly (random social networks).
• A literature review will help refine your research question and ensure
originality: Start with google?
• You do have to work harder (not just exploring one research tradition or
discipline) but it is well worth it (and produces better social scientists).
• Don’t assume the simulation literature already has it down. We are too
new (and sometimes too careless!)
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Sin 3: Donʼt have clear system boundaries
• What is a “target social system?” (Bruce and “context”.)
• It needs to have defensible boundaries: A well defined research
question will help with this.
• Test: Does it make sense to treat things external to your system
as “exogenous” (for example just a rainfall time series?)
• Trying to build a model in an ad hoc way and then motivate it is
pretty much guaranteed to lead you into sin. Have versions that
can be finished. Put good ideas for the future in a notebook not in
the code.
• There is an art to this (like packing a suitcase.)
• Watch out for committees.
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A visual aid
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Sin 4: Model a system that is too simple
• If all your TSS has generated is a straight line, you almost
certainly can’t justify a simulation.
• Occam’s Razor (KISS) implies that an extremely basic statistical
model will do.
• There is probably an infinite number of models that will produce
a single straight line.
• This problem is not distinctive to simulation. In statistics it is
known as “over fitting” and in Machine Learning as “the look up
table problem”.
• Start from the “puzzles” acknowledged by existing research
(Easterlin paradox, independence of relative social mobility).
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Another view
• Another way of looking at the distinctiveness of
simulation is that it tries to look at a system and its
multiple outcomes rather than just correlating outcomes
(as statistics does) or looking at the system and having
to disregard the outcomes (as ethnography does).
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Aside
• Inside the simulation of the TSS there are
supposed to be parameters which are based on
real data (for example, the typical number of close
friends an agent has). [PP in Schelling.]
• This is often hard to achieve: Some things are just
not known (large scale network structures) or you
do not have time to measure them yourself
(psychological constructs to be measured by
experiment).
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Sin 5: Model a system that is too
complicated
• Although it is great to have rich simulation output data as a “tough test”
of the match between your model and the TSS, this is no good if it
involves too many “fiddle factors” (parameters you have no idea how to
put a value to or which might have such a broad range of values as to
produce any possible system behaviour).
• Again, you can get anything out of such a model and it reverts to mere
“fitting” (but without the defence of simplicity).
• Make this a design principle: Every time you add a model parameter,
think about how it would be measured even if you can’t now give it a
value. Don’t be defensive, this is still scientific.
• An informal definition of elegance: Explicable phenomena proliferate
faster than parameters.
• You may never understand complicated models regardless …
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Aside
• Beliefs about equifinality (how many models can
produce the same outputs) are articles of faith.
(But all methods have articles of faith.)
• Be aware of the burden of proof (“your model
doesn’t have …”, “I’m sure there are lots of models
that do that”, “That isn’t interesting”, “That isn’t
sociology”).
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Sin 6: Careless choice of domain
• There is still plenty of room to build the first simulation in
a particular area.
• Don’t start with an area that is very “data poor” or
otherwise tricky (ancient history, areas totally dominated
by statisticians, ethnographers (or some other single
group), extremely novel fields, domains where most
practitioners have opted out of proper social science).
• This is no different from acquiring any other new research
skill. You wouldn’t start with an ethnography of serial
killers or trying to build a “government grade” econometric
model either.
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Sin 7: Doing too much at once
• Split the technical skills from the intellectual ones.
• Read lots of simulation (not just in your area) for the
“world view”. JASSS is free online.
• Do a replication in “your area” to get your hands
dirty.
• Consider a sub project within your research. For
example, a synthesis of “competing” theories in a
particular area might initially be relatively “data light”
but still useful. (Or do an ethnography first and then
build a model.)
• Version 0: A simulation that works and doesnʼt
violate existing stylised facts in the field.
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Sin 8 (Oops): Donʼt ignore models
• If you are in a field where there are already models,
donʼt ignore them (“piles of models” problem).
• Another “safe” thing to do before a full scale
project: Try comparing in a “test bed”.
• Simulation actually ends up like statistics, a
“variable zoo”. IPD for example (learning, networks,
strategies, agent recognition …)
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An example (in progress)
• Ramboʼs stage theory of religious conversion: About seven stages but
very cagey about stage order.
• RQ: How do we explain stages order in religious conversion?
• What data exists? Middling number of case studies and survey attempt to
assess stages in US.
• Ethnographic work on the Dusun of Brunei converting to Islam (Asiyah
Kumpoh): State religion, conversion from “non world” religion, gender
shift. We do find the “process gap”.
• Ground clearing: “Context” is not a stage, what do we mean by
“encounter”, how “US protestant” is Rambo?
• Description: Why is a particular stage pattern common in Brunei? (How
much “noise” is there?)
• Already thinking in “ABM terms”: Agents at different points, interacting
with “the environment” and with each other (and “others”).
• Part of a useful general question: What is a stage theory? (Logic: Canʼt
choose unless there are possibilities.)
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Version 0: Abstraction
• Agents have “life situations” (binary lists) and “belief
systems” (ditto). LS can change (exogenous) leading to
“crisis”.
• How do people acquire belief system knowledge? Meeting
people in religion x? “There is such a thing as religion
x.” (Or, in the case of Brunei, broadcast: Treat this as
exogenous.)
• We do not know enough about how many belief systems
people will try to assess or when they will be “open” to
acquire information (crisis only?)
• Interesting general issue: Dynamic choice (comparison
triggered by crisis, comparison at points of acquisition,
things already rejected on imperfect knowledge, crisis
“passes”. Point of decision not determined.)
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Version 0 continued
• What does encounter do? Rapid information transfer,
“persuasion”, inferring benefits, other.
• Stepping back 1: Family are “payoffs” too. Anticipation of
“sulking” (strategic dimension), real data on long
postponed conversion. (Final stage is consequences: “ex
ante” versus “ex post”.)
• Stepping back 2: Networks of approval and disapproval
“sustain” conversion (lots of great new friends versus
never liked my family much anyway.) Important general
question: How does this play out in dynamic situations,
for example as conversion grows? (Boomerang
dynamics.)
• Further research: “Bail outs”, “family conversion”.
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Punch lines
• The models inputs are things about a country like level of
media coverage, attitudes to religions, number of
converts over time, homophily of networks and so on.
• Outputs are conversion sequences (with noise).
• Some notion of system “richness”: Seven stages (and
“blanks”). “Sort of” 7^7 possibilities per agent: How many
observed? Hopefully not profoundly equifinal. Relatively
“simple” comparisons: Sequence analysis?
• “Hold back” data: Time to conversion? (Useful for testing
all parameters that had to be “guessed”.)
• A research programme: Surveys in each country? Which
countries next? Contacting “bail outs”. More detailed
research on “crucial encounters”.
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Final thought
•
•
•
•

Statistics looks at regularities in “variables”.
Ethnography looks at regularities in “practices”.
Does simulation look at regularities in “processes?”
Can we stop these beliefs about where regularity
“resides” being merely “religious?” (Frustration of row
between ethnography and statistics.)
• Can we offer “on the tin” instructions for use of
methods? (Rather than just try it and decide if it worked
by the criteria of the method itself. Is that risky? No
such thing as a “wrong method” error?)
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